
Kindergarten News
February/March

Social Emotional and Self Help Skills
Winter is still here … Please, be sure to dress your child appropriately for the weather. We will go outside
for recess daily unless the temperature is 20º or below or the wind chill is 20º or below. When there is
snow on the ground, only children with snow pants and snow boots can play in the snow. If not they
will be able to play on the blacktop area. Please, send another pair of shoes to school with your child
when they have boots on so they do not have to keep their (hot and clunky) boots on all day.
Please, be sure your child has an extra set of clothes in the classroom. Please, put these clothes in a
plastic bag with your child’s name on it and send it in with them.

Reader's Workshop
We are continuing our work with non-�ction books and �nding evidence in the text. The students will
be able to make text-to-self connections with characters, settings or experiences in a text they read.
They will be able to compare and contrast the experiences and adventures of characters in familiar
stories that we have read. The students will also be able to give evidence of an author's purpose in
writing a story or giving a fact using detail in the text. The students will be working on making
connections between 2 pieces of text on the same topic and �nding the similarities and differences
between them. They will also be able to use supporting evidence from the text to deepen their
understanding of the text and be able to answer and ask questions about it.

Writer's Workshop
Over the next several weeks the student's are writing Informational pieces. Currently, they are writing
informational books about animals, using facts that they know. This ties in well with our non-�ction
Reader's Workshop unit as well as our Science and Social Studies Unit on Animals and Habitats. They
are able to use knowledge and facts they have learned both in and out of the classroom to support
their writing. Animal habitat, characteristics/features, what they eat, or how they hunt are some
details we are focusing on during our informational writing. We are even learning about how the style
of our illustrations change from narrative illustrations to informational ones. Below is an example of
an illustrative diagram to show important features of an animal. Diagrams are very speci�c to the
animal, and details are large enough to be recognized.



Math Workshop
We have just embarked on a new unit in Math. We will be discovering and exploring addition. As part of
the unit we will continue to represent addition with objects, drawings, �ngers, movements, acting out
story problems, using expressions, and also representing addition with equations. Our focus will be to
add and solve addition problems within 10, by using objects or drawings to represent the problem and
solution. The student will also be decomposing or breaking numbers into pairs using various methods
and record their answer with a drawing or equation (e.g. 2+3=5). Kindergartners should also be able
to �uently solve (immediately from memory), addition problems with sums up to 5. As we progress
through the topic of addition students will be working on �nding all the partners of numbers that equal
ten, 9+1, 6+4, etc.



If you have 3 purple balloons and get 5 more red balloons, how many

do you have in all? The solution can be shown in a number sentence or

as an equation 3 + 5 = 8.

Phonics and Handwriting
Handwriting Without Tears

Classrooms are continuing to introduce and practice lowercase letters. These letters are also in words
and sentences in the workbook, allowing the children to see and write them in context. At home, it's fun
for children to practice their handwriting using different mediums. Some ideas for you to try are:
* a thin coat of shaving cream on a counter top or tray
* a tray or large plate with a thin layer of salt or sand
* a thin layer of instant pudding on a tray
As mentioned in past newsletters, please remind your child to start their letters and numbers at the
top!

Phonics

As we progress through Lively Letters, children are learning to identify long vowel sounds as well as
short vowel sounds. Each vowel has two sounds and "King Ed", the bossy E, tells the short vowels to
"say their own name"! The ability to identify vowel sounds is a challenge for many children. You can
help your child by continuing to practice CVC words (cap) and add King Ed, the silent e at the end
(cape).

Science and Social Studies
After February Vacation, Kindergartners will begin Unit 3: Construction. In this unit, your kindergarten
student(s) will become makers. They will build and create using a variety of materials. Children may be



particularly intrigued with structures and places they make for themselves: forts, homes, secret
hideouts, storefronts, and buildings. Students will also learn about what makes structures strong and
useful. In this unit, students will understand weight, force and stability through investigations at the
STEM table and even be able to program a Bee-Bot!

March Conferences
March is the month that the district holds our second parent/ teacher conference dates. We have our
daytime conferences on March 5th and the evening conferences on March 12th. Our building typically
does not reassign new conference times for March. You will be given the same time that you signed up
for during October conferences and the corresponding day or evening. For instance, if you met with
your child's teacher at 2:00pm on the daytime conference date in October, you will be offered the
2:00pm time slot on the March daytime conference date. Notices of your anticipated conference date
and time will be sent out soon, in order to give adequate time for teacher's and parents to make any
changes should a parent not be able to meet at the suggested time and/or date.

Homework
Reading: We would love for you to read nightly to your child. Have them read to you. Have them pick
out words they know in the book. Ask them questions about what was read.

Writing: When opportunity arises, read informational texts, magazines, or articles about animals that
interest your child. Discuss the name of the animal's habitat, special characteristics of their body that
help them live and survive, as well as what they eat, and how they get their food. Your child can use
this information when writing their informational pieces, and teach their classmates something new!

Math: Please continue counting to 100 by 1 and begin counting from any random number. This is a
skill that needs to be constantly reinforced. Plan and provide practice for your child to add groups of
objects, buttons, gummy bears, coins, etc. and to create and solve story problems, e.g. 3 birds are at a
bird feeder. Then 2 more birds come to eat. How many birds are at the feeder in all? Ask questions
about everyday objects or situations than can be about addition.


